
In my investigation little is known about the origins of   

these creatures, though under observational monitoring, the 

formation of the band they call "Deep Throat Trauma"  

is believed to be detrimental to the foundations of our 

very existence. Here are the findings of my research so 

far…. 

  

I believe that the being named Lodurr, is the ringleader of these deeply sickening, throat 

gag  inducing traumatic monsters. We believe he arrived somewhere around 2700 BC as 

part of an  intergalactic scouting mission which may explain the mysterious construction 

of the pyramids. From interviews we have obtained it seemed that on his mission he 

may have stumbled across a public house and passed out, thus missing his ride back 

to his home planet leaving him stranded on Earth. Having no way of getting back home 

and needing human flesh to feed upon to survive, he disguised   himself initially as a 

God worshipped by the Egyptians until he was found out as a fraud. Echoes have been 

heard throughout history that Lodurr has assimilated several identities. Some of these 

have been noted to be Ghengis Khan, Dracula and Jack the Ripper. In late September 

1888 in Whitechapel, London he was captured, imprisoned and forgotten.  

 

In the month of September 2016, an alarm was raised at one of our  facilities.  

 

Our CCTV captured three known alien subjects that our 

planet has been hunting for some time..  

Through intergalactic communications, we have learnt 

that these creatures are fugitives 

and extremely dangerous!!. 
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First known fugitive is Princess Ree, don’t let this 

name fool you as her nickname is Hyper Death. 

Former leader of a crime-fighting magical girl group,   

Ree was unanimously dismissed for her foul      

language, drunken disorderly behaviour, outbursts of 

violence and her penchant for tomfoolery.              

Do NOT approach! 

 

 

Second known fugitive is Professor Daniel Gleeball 

the 3rd. A genius manipulator, with a psychotic love 

for collecting testicles. His favourite past times have 

included necromancy, creating freaks and abomina-

tions of creation.  

NOT to be underestimated as his cunning alone 

makes him a dangerous adversary.  

  

 

 

Lastly, the third known fugitive is only known as      

Chronic Blasturbator. All that is known about this  

creature is he is silent but deadly. 
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I fear, now that Lodurr has been freed and unified with these dangerous beings,  

having looked at our current cultural situation, They have seen how fame has made 

people god-like and in a master plan to truly take over the world they have formed a 

so called heavy metal band. Armed with instruments instead of their usual choice 

weapons, they have created DEEP THROAT TRAUMA. 

  

Lordurr is luring us humans in with his twisted musings as front man. 

' 

Hyper Death' Princess Ree has taken to the Shredding howls of rhythmic Guitar 

 

Professor Daniel Gleeball has taken up the low dark tones of the bass Guitar 

 

Chronic Blasturbator what only a primitive and powerful being can do … the Drums!!!!! 

  

The freak show they perform has built an army of fans they call Gurglers, humans 

they have mind controlled. Relatively small at last count but converts to Gurglism are 

gradually growing, getting bigger and more monstrous! Beware, they plan to take over 

all our fragile organic brains into becoming slaves and feast upon those who are 

against them. 

              These dark days will be upon all of us. 

                                                    I am urging the people of Earth                                                                                                 

                                            to take this tremendously serious!      

                                                Ignore and we will all be doomed. 
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Thanks For Your Attention 



Anyone owning anything listed below is guilty by association  

and to be eliminated immediately. 

We believe there are people funding Deep Throat Trauma by going to  

http://deepthroattrauma.bigcartel.com/ and purchasing T Shirts. We are monitoring 

this site and anyone found with this T Shirt are converts to Gurglism ….   

They have planted their message in the music on the EP “Go Deep Or Go Home’ that  

was released May 2017. This includes Tracks as Followed 

1, Pulled Into Flesh 

2. Rock ‘N’ Gore 

3. Meat Sack Magic 

4. Anal Thunder Butt Chunder 

5. Ocliterated 

6. Crack Open A Cold One 

 

EP can Be found on  

all streaming sites! SO BEWARE 

 All songs performed— Deep Throat Trauma 

 All songs written—Deep Throat Trauma 

 Produced— Deep Throat Trauma 

 Mixed and Mastered– Joe Lyndon ( Master Gurgler ) 


